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as a man can feed it. A full service belt holds 500 

shells, but for target practice smaller sizelO are used. 
Firing can be stopped at any desired point on the 

belt by removing one of the cartridges. Thus, in 

order to shoot five shots continuously, and then stop, 
every sixth cartridge is removed. The gunners are 

so expert that each can fire a single shot, which was 

done repeatedly. 
• ••• 

An IJIl}ll'OVel11ent in Casting Steel. 

In the present practice of casting steel ingots, at

mospheric air and the moisture which it contains 

percolate through the defective joint of the mold, the 

base upon which the mold stands, the lower super

heated portion of the mold, and finally through the 

fluid steel, rendering it plastic. The fluid steel is 

oxidized by the column of air upon which it rests. 

The oxidized particles, having greater specific gravity 

than the rest of the mass, are precipitated, come in 

eontact with carbon and form carbon-monoxide gas. 

It is needless to say that the oxygen of the steam 

passing upward has the same effect. 

The nitrogen of the air in passing upward forms 
a mechanical mixture with the steel and is retained, 

while the hydrogen combines chemically with a por
tion of the nitrogen to form ammonia gas. When it 

if; considered that atmospheric air is composed of 

four-fifths nitrogen, it is evident that the amount of 

free nitrogen which is taken up by the steel must be 

considerable, especially so in large ingots. Metal

lurgists have long known that the effect of nitrogen 

is to make the steel brittle and hard. For that rea
son it is considered injurious. While the steel in 

the mold is still fluid the gases mentioned escape, so 

that they can do no harm. But as soon as a crust is 

formed they are imprisoned and form blow-holes. 

After partial solidification has set in, the column of 

atmospheric air resting upon the partially-cooled 

ingot begins to find its way downward through the 
superheated inner side of the mold, and thence passes 

into the still plastic steel. Thus the formation of 

honeycombed steel may be accounted for. 

From this brief outline of the usual method of 

casting steel it follows that the chief difficulties to 

be contended with are the production of blowholes 
and honeycomb-like cells filled with carbon-monoxide 

and ammonia gas. The steel is furthermore charged 

with nitrogen. The molecular spaces are filled with 

injurious gases so that the steel .cannot be readily 

welded. 

A Newark inventor, Mr. A. J. Lustig, has patented 

a process in which it is sought to overcome the diffi
culties mentioned. In this process hydrocarbon gas 

or vapor is stored around and under the covered 

mold. As soon as the filling of the mold begins, the 
superheated hydrocarbon vapors enter, thus displacing 

the atmospheric air. The carbon or hydrocarbon is 

taken up by the steel independently of the freed 

hydrogen. After the mold is filled it is covered, and 

the hydrocarbon vapors are caused to pass through the 

steel in order to force outwardly whatever atmospheric 
air has entered. 

It is claimed for this process that no blowholes 'lnd 
no honeycombs are formed. Consequently no injurious 

gases can be retained in the molecular spaces. It 

therefore follows that the steel can be welded easily 

after the first compression of the glowing ingot, either 

by rolling or hammering. From tests which have 

been made it would seem that there is an increase 

in the merchantable quantity of steel obtained of 15 

to 40 per cent. The tensile strength of steel made by 
this improved process is 145,000 pounds in contradis

tinction to 125,000 pounds at present obtained. The 

elongation of the new steel is 4.60; that of the old 

1.09. The area of reduction of the new steel is said 

to be about 2; that of the steel at present made is 

practically nil. The chief merit of the new steel, how

ever, is to be found in the fact that it is most readily 

weldable. 
. , . . . 

Alnazon Rubber. 

The greater part of the world's supply of rubber 

comes from the jungles of the Amazon. The growing 

demand for the product has led the natives to ex

plore regions which have hitherto never been trodden 
by man. These explorations have resulted in the dis

covery of new areas of rubber lands. Consequently 

the world's supply of rubber annually exported is 

increasing. The shipments from Iquitos during 1900 

amounted to 920 tons; in 1901 the quantity sent 

abroad increased to 1391 tons, and this year a still 
larger gain is expected. 

Marconi's Latest Feat. 

News comes from England that Marconi, while at 

Cronstadt, Russia, succeeded in receiving wireless sig

nah from the Cornwall station. The distance was about 

fonrteen IllllH!rerl miles, am! the signals were trans

mii1prl ]lill'lly ovprlanrl anrl partly over watpr. Mes

"tl'!('s were received as far as Skagen, DenmarK ahout 

eight hundred and fifty miles from the Cornwall sta

tion. 
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Volcanoes and t he Sun and Moon. 

To the Editor of the SCIE-''!'lFiC AlIIEIUCAN: 

Referring to your comments on my communication 

about "Volcanoes and the Sun and Moon," published 
on June 21, you have apparently misunderstood my 

theory, as I do not maintain that volcanic and seismic 

action should be greatest where the tide is highest and 

least where it is lowest. The abnormally high tide 

in the Bay of Fundy is evidently caused by the 

"contour of the continents," as you state, for the 
moon's attraction is of course no greater at the Bay 

of Fundy than elsewhere in the same latitude, and 

therefore volcanic and seismic action is not expected 

to be greatest there. 

The influence of the moon and planets in causing 

and intensifying seismic and volcanic disturbances is 
not altogether tidal action-gravitational; it is partly, 

or mostly, electrical, and seismic and volcanic action 

is an electrical disturbance. This is the reason why 

sultry weather, which always accompanies thunder

storms, also goes with volcanic eruptions and often 

with earthquakes. Hence, sultry weather is popularly 
called "earthquake weather," and in the Hawaiian 

Islands it is known as "volcano weather." It is a 

remarkable fact that "when Mont Pelee blew up, mag

netic needles two and three thousand miles away 
quivered on their pivots." 

The effect of the moon's crossing the earth's equator 

is electrical disturbance, not at all gravitational, and 

a little observation and reading of the daily papers 
will prove that electrical storms, and in fact severe 

storms of all kinds, are more frequent at about the 

time of the moon's equatorial passage than at any 
other time. In proof of this, note the terrific storms 

that occurred about May 3, 16, 31 and June 13 and 27, 

even in this country alone, and also notice what occurs 

on and touching the following moon-on-the-equator 

dates the rest of this year: July 10, 24; August 6, 21; 
September 3, 17, 30; October 15, 27; November 11, 23; 

December 8, 21. Some interesting experiments by 

Prof. Elmer Gates on "The Electrical Causes of 

Changes in the Weather" were described in the S('l
E�TIFIC AMEHlcAN of August 10, 1901. 

I cannot agree with you that a relation must De 

established between planetary positions and "moments 

of volcanic outbreaks or severe earthquakes," for the 

planetary cause is not the sole cause (as it is with 
tides); in some cases where a volcano is almost strong 

enough to burst forth of its own accord, the planetary 

influence is strong enough to precipitate the outbreak 

a good many hours, or perhaps a whole day, before the 
actual moment of the conjunction, perigee, etc.; the 

planetary influence comes on gradually and is cumu
lative, my observations indicating that volcanic and 

seismic disturbances are more likely to occur shortly 

after rather than before, or at the moment of, the 
planetary positions. 

Following are some more "coincidences:" 

The volcano of Kilauea, in the Hawaiian Islands, 
began eruption on July 4. 1901-the day 1Jefore the 

opposition of Saturn-and continued through the 

moon's equatorial passage on the 6th, perigee on the 

11th, and new on the 15th, ceasing a�ont 30 hours 

after the moon crossed th" eqnator again on July 19. 

An Associated Press dispatch of April 17 stated that 
Albrim, Lopevie and Tingoa volcanoes, in the New 

Hebrides Islands, were in eruption on March 10-an

other moon-on·the-equator date. 

In Alaska, Mount Blackburn erupted on April 11-
the next day after perigee-and Mount Redoubt on 

May 3-the same day that Mont Pelee began eruption 

-caused by the moon on the equator. 

A dispatch states that the seismographs of W. A. 
Eddy, the Bayonne (N. J.) seismologist, recorded earth 

tremors from the east-southeast on the night of May 

15-16, leading him to predict new eruptions in the 

West Indies, and that "this is the first motion of the 

seismograph needles since March 22." On referring to 

my almanac I find: moon on equator May 16 and 
March 23; also full 23d; perigee and equinox, 21st. 

Some coincidences omitted from my first letter were 

the perihelion of Mercury on May 4, with the first 

eruption of La Soufriere next day, and the occultation 

(direct conjunction) of Mars by the moon on May 7, 

when that volcano was at its worst. 

The predictions in my communication of May 18 

were verified by the eruption· o f  Mont Pelee on May 

30, earthquakes in Hawaii on May 31, two eruptions of 

Kilauea June 1, a "violent outburst" of Mont Pelee 

June 6, and again on the night of June 13-14. 

If scientists will not admit any influence of plane
tary conditions in causing seismic and volcanic dis

turbances, they must then account for simultaneous 

disturbances of this kind in different parts of the 

world by supposing that distant volcanoes are con

necter!, am! that, therpfore, a largp part of the intprior 

of thC1 parth is moltpn mattpl'-which tlwy pannot rlpny 

must be suilject to the same gl'a vitational inflnence 

that causes the tides. ELJ\u;r: G. STILL. 
Li'l'ermore, Cal., June 29, 1902. 
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'rhe Largest "-ateh in the World. 

At the American Waltham watch factory, the largest 
watch ever designed was recently completed. To 

build this gigantic timepiece cost several thousand 
dollars and several weeks' time. Special machinerJ 
and tools were required for its construction. The 

watch is a model of the new model 16-size Maximus, 
three-quarter plate watch, enlarged ten times, perfect 

in every detail and as highly finished as the finest 

watch. 

The diameter of the pillar plate is 17 inches, and 
the movement is 2Y2 inches thick. The balance wheel 

is 6Y2 inches in diameter, and the Breguet spring 

which controls its action is 8 feet long, 0.08 centi
meter thick and 0.25 centimeter wide. When run

ning the balance makes a vibration in 0.7 second. 

The pallet stones are of sapphire and exquisitely pol

ished. The actuating. or mainspring, is 23 feet long, 

0.17 centimeters thick and 2.9 centimeters wide. 

The mammoth model is as completely jeweled as a 

watch of the finest grade. The plate jewels, which 
are as large as the smallest movement made, or about 

the size of a nickel five-cent piece, are fine rubies, 
about ten lines in diameter, but bushed with sap

phires. The polish of the wheels, pinions and other 
p,teel work is perfect, and the damaskeening on the 

plates is most beautiful. The pendant and winding 
crown are of fine bronze, brilliantly polished. Every 

portion is made on the exact scale of the watch it 

represents. No dial has been made for this move

ment, as it is designed to show not only the action of 
the train, but the stem-winding and stem-setting mech

anism as well. 
The movement stands on a bronze pedestal and 

from its base to the tip of the winding crown is twen

ty-six inches. 

.� ... 

Precantions Against Electrolysis 01' Gas Pipes. 

How important it is for a city to adopt some measure 
for the prevention of the destruction of its gas and 

water pipes by electrolysis is shown in the recent suit 
of the city of Dayton, 0., against a local trolley com

pany. With the example of Dayton before it, the city 
of Baltimore has decided to take the necessary steps 
to forestall a destruction of its pipes. An agreement 

made with the trolley company of that city provides 

that the city is to receive $500 annually from the rail

way company for the privilege of running a copper 

wire nearly two inches thick through the municipal 

subways. It is expected that this wire will take up the 

surplus current which has been escaping into the 

ground and eating up the pipes, and send it back to 
the power house, thereby giving the company more 

power and giving relief to the water and gas com
panies. It will cost the railway company about $20,000 

to lay and bury the wire, and if the calculations are 

correct the gain will be enormous, as it is expected to 

save a large amount of electricity. Whether it will 

work well in practice and overcome the great damage 
done by electrolysis remains to be seen. Those inter

ested in the plan, however, profess to have great confi

dence in it. 
• ••• 

The Current SuppleUlent. 

The deplorable artistic disaster which Italy has sus

tained in the fall of the historic Campanile of St. 

Mark's is made the subject of the opening article of 

the current SI'PI'LElIIEXT. The famous old tower is 

pictured, as well as the celebrated Loggetta of Sanso

vino, with its splendid gates. Of technological interest 

are a discussion of mechanical standardization in 

Great Britain; an article on the manufacture of india 
rubber; and a review of alloys. From the scientific 

standpoint perhaps the most important feature of 

the current Sl:l'l'LKMENT is the paper which Mr. Mar
coni recently read before the Royal Institution on 

the "Progress of Electric Space Telegraphy." The 

noteworthy Pittsburg meeting of the American Asso

ciation for the Advancement of Science is fittingly 

commemorated by the publication of a resume of 

some of the more important papers read. In addition 

to this resume Mr. B. T. Galloway's vice-presidential 

address on "Applied Botany, Retrospective and Pros

pective," is published in full. Among the minor 

articles of interest that deserve mention are those on 

the Porro Prism Field Glass; the Virtue of the Pine

apple; French Mortars; and the Gannets of the 

Baes. It may not be known to many that the man 

who invented the gelatine dry-plate died a few weeks 

ago in England. In memory of the services which Dr. 

Leach Maddox performed for photography an article 

has been published on the man and on his invention, 

which is appropriately a picture illustrating early 

negatives. 
.. ,w ... 

Builder .. ' Trial of the Batt leship" Maine.)' 

The speed record for American battleships was 

made by the "Maine," recently completed at the 

Cramps' shipyarrl. For thirty minutes she ran at a 

spcerJ of 18.95 knots per hOllr. while her average speed 

for an hOllr was 18.29 knots. For a run of 30 knots 
an average of 18.08 knots vcr hour was made. 
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